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Learn to Draw Dogs & Puppies includes fun, engaging content featuring the loyal and favorite

canine companions children know and love. With this fun and educational drawing book, budding

artists will discover just how easy it is to draw more than two-dozen breeds of dogs, ranging from

small and sassy to big and burly. The book opens with a brief introduction to the tools and materials

young artists need to get started, as well as several warm-up exercises. Then the real fun begins!

Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions demonstrate how to draw a range of breeds, including a

Labrador, an English bulldog, a Siberian Husky, a Dalmatian, and many more. Each drawing lesson

begins with a basic shape, such as a square, a circle, or an oval, and progresses to a finished color

piece of artwork, making it easy for children to follow along. Along the way, engaging text provides

fun and interesting facts about each dog, allowing for an educational, well-rounded artistic

experience. Learn to Draw Dogs & Puppies features dozens of fun and interesting facts, making it a

perfect resource for teaching children about these wonderful furry friends, while encouraging them

to express their creativity and practice their drawing skills.
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Excellent source for the beginning artist or someone who just loves to doodle. The illustrations are



clear & concise & the color representations are a beautiful example to guide you to the correct

colors of each dog. I loved it & even though I'm more advanced I found many things helpful in my

venture into the world of drawing dogs & puppies. Would definitely recommend this book for anyone

with a artistic heart.

My daughters love it and that's what counts. They loved it so much that we ordered the cat drawing

book, too! Great detail and very good step by step directions to drawing a nice variety of dogs and

puppies.

Daughter is very happy and has already drawn several dogs :-)

I ordered this book for my grandchildren. We regularly draw together and thought they'd enjoy the

independence of learning at their own pace. They've enjoyed this book and it has proven to be very

helpful as they've learned how to more accurately draw dogs.

Filled with photos, factoids and instructions for simple illustrations. Great gift for any boy or girl who

loves dogs. Make sure that you receive the full 64-page version of the book as described. I received

two versions at the same price point (under $8) - the 64 page book is a great deal while the

alternate, more flimsy 32-page book that comes with some mini colored pencils is clearly not such a

great deal by comparison.Included this book as a gift for a young dog enthusiast along with

"Grandpa Beck's Nuts About Mutts" card game and "Klutz Dress Up Your Own Paper Pups Craft

Kit". However, the 64-page book is pretty substantial on its own. (The slimmed down version not so

much.)

Great book for kids!....very easy to follow and draw.....I highly recommend if your kid(s) like/want to

draw animals!

bought for my 8 year old who loves to draw. she hasn't put it down.
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